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Abstract. With the development of energy technologies, the electricity, cooling and heating are tightly 
connected to improve the overall efficiency of distributed energy systems. These systems satisfy 
simultaneously different energy demands at building level (hotels, offices and residential buildings). The 
optimal capacity of technologies from numerous alternatives and optimal operating strategy as well as 
electricity network connection was investigated in this paper in order to achieve economic and 
environmental gains. A mixed integer linear programming model was also used for multi-objective 
optimization to minimize total cost and pollutant emissions. The results show that distributed energy system 
with electricity network as well as real time control can realize the better performance through multi-
optimization from regional viewpoint. However, the results are on the contrary aiming at individual hotels 
and offices. The performance advancement of this system can only be reflected in residential buildings.

Nonmenclature 

Abbreviations  
DES Distributed energy system
PGU Power generation unit
EN Electricity network 

CONT Control 
COST Economic effect 
EEF Environmental effect 
CON Conventional energy system

Symbols  
eq equipments  
pur purchase 
β weighting factors 
τ weighting factors 

1 Introduction  
Recently, a large proportion of energy use is occupied by 
buildings and the building energy use is extremely 
important for energy consumption analysis in urban area. 
But there are still many contradiction of conventional 
energy system due to its high investment, unfriendly 
environment and low energy efficiency. Therefore, with 
the development of energy technologies in distributed 
energy system, the electricity, cooling and heating are 
tightly linked to overcome above shortcomings and 
improve the overall efficiency. Furthermore distributed 
energy system integrated with electricity network is a 
promising method that electricity can be generated from 
individually connected buildings instead of a central 
power plant. However, the introduction of this system 

also results in more complex requirements for design and 
operation. It is necessary to determine the optimal 
capacity of equipments from numerous alternatives and 
obtain optimal operating strategy in order to achieve 
economic and environmental advancements [1].  
Distributed energy systems optimization and evaluation 
is a broad topic which lately has received a lot of 
attention. Soderman et al. [2] developed a MILP model 
of a distributed energy system with district heating 
pipelines to minimize total cost. Omu et al. [3] presented 
an optimization model to select optimal sets of 
technologies with predefined capacities, and operation of 
distributed network (electrical and heating). Mehleri et al. 
[4] applied a MILP model for the optimal design of 
distributed energy systems with heating network 
according to the case study for three design periods. Liu 
et al. [5] performed no optimization and just analyzed 
the performance of energy technologies on district 
electric and heating network. Yang et al. [6] developed a 
MILP model for only 4 buildings to optimize their 
design and operation of distributed energy systems with 
district heating from economic point. 

In conclusion, most previous papers deal with the 
design optimization of distributed energy system 
integrated with network, which not put emphasis on the 
optimal operation schedules considering real-time 
control.  

This paper presents a multi-objective MILP model 
that combines a distributed energy system with 
electricity network. The model can determine the 
optimal sets of technologies and the optimal operation 
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schedule with real time intelligent control. Furthermore, 
the economic and environmental performance of 
representative building is individually evaluated and 
through comprehensive assessment. 

2 Case study  

Figures and tables, as originals of good quality and well 
contrasted, are to be in their final form, ready for 
reproduction, pasted in the appropriate place in the text. 
Try to ensure that the size of the text in your figures is 
approximately the same size as the main text (10 point). 
Try to ensure that lines are no thinner than 0.25 point. 
The model in respective winter day was used to hotels, 
offices and residential buildings located in Dalian, China. 
In this optimization, a comparative analysis was studied 
through the following scenarios. The model presented in 
this paper has been optimized for the three scenarios: 
Scenario 1 (DES): In this region, the majority of energy 
demand including electricity, heating and cooling 
systems can be satisfied by the installed DES in each 
producer, for a small part from boilers and utility grids. 

Scenario 2 (DES+EN): In this scenario, electricity 
network was added to DES. The electricity can be 
generated from individually connected buildings and 
then excess electricity can be exchanged from other 
buildings. 

Scenario 3 (DES+EN+CONT): In this scenario, 
except for electricity network was added to DES, real-
time control of actual electricity demand was used to 
optimize operating schedule of DES and each building 
can exchange electricity with other buildings through 
intelligent control.  

3 Mathematical model 

3.1 Economic objective 
The total cost COSTDES consists of equipment and 
network capital and installation cost ( Civ,eq and Civ,net ), 
operation and maintenance (OM) cost (Com,eq and 
Com,net ), fuel and grid electricity purchased cost (Cpur,fuel 
and Cpur,grid ) [7,8]. 

COSTDES = Civ,eq + Civ,net + Com,eq + Com,eq + Cpur,fuel + 
Cpur,grid                                                                                  (1) 

3.2 Environmental objective 

Recently, pollutant emissions have received a lot of 
attention considering distributed energy system. 
Environment effect (EEF) including global warming 
effect (GWE), acidification effect (AE) and PM2.5 
emission effect (RE), is calculated as： 

 EEF = β1 GWE+β2 AE+β3 RE                (2) 

β1, β2, β3 is assumed as 1/3, respectively, referring to 
[9,10]. 

3.3 Multi-objective optimization 

Referring to the economic and environmental objective 
function, a multi-objective function T is formulated as a 
weighted sum of the cost savings, COST, and the 
pollution emission reduction, EEF, to be maximized as 
follows [11]: 

T = MAX{τ1
COSTCON-COSTDES

COSTCON
 + τ2

EEFCON-EEFDES

EEFCON
 } 

(3) 

CON means convention energy system, in which the 
electricity demand is satisfied by utility grid, heating 
demand by the gas boilers and cooling load by the 
electric chiller. No DES technology or electricity 
network was considered. τ1 andτ2  is assumed as 1/2, 
respectively. 

4 Results and Discussion 
A comparative study has been conducted to evaluate the 
performance of integrating distributed generation system 
with electricity network among buildings as well as real 
time control. Fig.1 illustrates multi-objective values of 
the economic saving and pollutant emission reduction in 
scenario 1 (only DES), scenario 2 (with electricity 
network but not with control) and scenario 3 (with 
electricity network and real time control), respectively. 
It can be found from Figure 1 that, in general, the 
objective reduction values in the three scenarios have the 
same variation tendency. It can be also noted that the 
adoption of the DES+EN+CONT in scenarios 3 allows 
the higher objective values. However, the overall 
conclusion was just obtained through comprehensive 
assessment from regional viewpoint. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The objective values in the three scenarios in 

typical winter days. 
The performance of individual buildings (hotels) was 

evaluated in Figure 2. From Figure 2, the phenomenon 
was different from the results in Figure 1. The economic 
performance, environmental performance and overall 
performance through multi-objective optimization of 
hotels in scenario 3 allows the lowest values at most of 
the time. This implies that distributed energy system 
integrated with electricity network and real time control 
is not the best approach simply from hotel viewpoint. 
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This design and operation strategy is more suitable for a 
regional level. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 2. The economic (a), environmental (b) and multi-
objective (c) values of hotels in the three scenarios 
in typical winter day. 

Figure 3 shows the various optimization results of 
offices in winter day. It can be seen that, scenario 3 still 
cannot obtain better performance compared with other 
two scenarios in the daytime. However, the 
performances of the DES+EN+CONT in scenarios 3 
were conversely highest in the night time (see Figure 3). 
It is also noted that, in the daytime, scenario 2 (with 
electricity network but not real time control) presented a 
better performance values. The reason is that without 
real time control more excess electricity is generated by 
PGU in avoidance to purchased electricity from utility 
for its high price. The supplement of electricity can also 
be exchanged to other buildings. 

 
(a) 

 

  
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 3. The economic (a), environmental (b) and multi-
objective (c) values of offices in the three scenarios 
in typical winter day. 

The performance values of residential buildings in 
the three scenarios in typical winter day were shown in 
Figure 4. 

From Figure 4, the values of scenario 1 and scenario 
2 have the same variation tendency. And scenario 3 
presented a larger advantage compared with other two 
scenarios from 8 am to 21 pm. This is because in this 
period more electricity demand of residential buildings is 
transferred from offices and hotels. And PGU is out of 
work at most of time. 
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Fig. 4. The economic (a), environmental (b) and multi-
objective (c) values of residential buildings in the 
three scenarios in typical winter day. 

5 Conclusion 
A MILP optimization model of a distributed energy 
system was developed. Multi-objective optimization of 
total costs and pollutant emissions was performed. The 
model was used to three scenarios to determine the 
benefits of the system. 

In general, from regional viewpoint, distributed 
energy system with electricity network as well as real 
time control (DES+EN+CONT in scenario 3) can realize 
the better economic, environmental and overall 
performance through multi-optimization. However, from 
individual buildings viewpoint, scenario 3 cannot be 
suitable for hotels and offices but be beneficial to 
residential buildings. While distributed energy system 
with electricity network (DES+EN in scenario 2) 
reflected its performance advantage in hotels and offices. 
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